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COULEE o~nl)S F~C ~L PERFORmED 
BY F 1111 SH In G C 11 E W S 
lo STATE THAT UP TO 200 COSMETICIANS 
HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED DURING THE COURSE OF A 
HOLES"J~ • . '11 lLL IT HA\/£ ·>-"1NYTJ-! ING MORE? HE 
WILL NOT KNOW UNTIL THE PANEL IS STRIPPED 
DAY ON THE FACE OF GRAND COULEE DAM MAY NOT ANO LI FTEO FCJR Tf-lE NEXT "POUR". WHATEVER 
BE THE EXACT TERMINOLOGY. YET COSMETICIANS 
AND THE 200 CONCRETE FINISHERS HAVE SEVER~ 
AL THINGS IN COMMON: tN TERMS OF RESULTS , 
BOTH MUST TRY TO IMPROVE QUALITY AND APPEAR-
ANCE. IN TERMS OF METHODS AND ABILI TY, BOTH 
REQUIRE INDIVIDUAL SKfLLS THAT CAN NOT,A-
LONE BY RULE OF THUMB, BY MEASUREMENTS OR 
8 Y I NS TR UC T I ON , 8 E TAU G HT • 
§ . n 
~HE VOLUME OF GRANO COULEE DAM IS NOT 
THE~ WORK OF THE CONCRETE FINISHERS' CREWS 
OF CHIPPERS AND PATCHERS. INSTEAD IT IS 
THE FINISHED PRODUCT---THE EXTER IOR S , THE 
WALLS, TH E FLOORING THAT WILL BE SEEN FOR 
THE ETERNITY OF THE DAM. THE Fl'NISHED PIW-
DUCT IS A COR RE CTION OF FAULTS, SOMETIMES 
REL AT IVEL y SMALL IN s I ZE sue H AS THE "BUG 
HOLES", "SLOBBERS", "FINS". 
(1 
(l)ETAI LS OF A Fl NI SHER r s JOB MAY BE A 
MYSTERY AHEAD OF HIM. HE MAY GLANCE AT A 
PANEL-ENCAS ED LIFT OF CONCRETE. BEHIND 
THAT PANEL IS A CONCRETE F1':\ CE • THE FACE 
WILL HAVE MINUTE PITS OR P,IR BUBBLES-"BUG 
FAULTS THERE AREt A GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR 
WILL MARK. THE FINISHER WILL CORRECT THEM. 
1JHE AIR BUBBLE<::'1os ARE TINY KEYED 
HOL~S OPENING THROUGH WHAT IS TO BECOME AN 
ENCRUSTED FILM OF LAITENCE. THEIR INTER{-
ORS ARE SLIGHTLY ENLARGED. No MEANS HAVE 
EVE~ BEEN DEVISED TO ELrtMINATE THESE BUB-
BLES, ALTHOUGH CONSIDERABLE EXPERIMENTAT ION 
HAS BEEN UNDER WAY WITHIN RECENT YEARS TO 
REDUCE THEIR NUMBER. THEY FORM AS THE NA-
TURAL RESULT OF PLACING CONCRETE. \rJHERE 
THEY ARE EXPOSED TO THE WEATHER THEY MUST 
BE REMOVED, FOR WEATHERING WOULD INCREASE 
THEIR SIZE. SMALL VOID S SUCH AS THESE ARE 
USUALLY REMOVED THROUGH SACK RUBBING . IN 
THIS PROCEDUR E A COMPARATIVELY DRY MORTAR 
IS PLACED UPON A PIECE OF FOLDED BURLAP 
ANO TH[N IS RUBBED OVER THE SURFACE TO FlLL 
ALL THE TINY VOIDS. 
- n 
iUPPOSE ROCK POCKETS, SHE-BOLT HOLES AND 
THE LIKE ARE UNCOVERED. ROCK POCKETS ARE 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 
COOPERATION DY ALL IS ~EE DED FOR RESULTS IN S~FETY. COOPERATION DY JOHN H. THOMAS, 
CONCRETE FINISHER WALKER WAS COM PLETE IN EXPLAINING WORK OF THE FINISHING DEPARTMENT. 
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CITY I-IOSPtTAL I 
M_A_Y_2_5_,_T_O _M_R_._A_N_D_M_R_S_.-C-.--,-:I-. _W_I_L_D_E_R_, -L-0--N-E---s..j 
PI NF~~ A S()N . 
1\/1 /-\ SOI\J 
MAY 23 , TO MR. ANO MRS. F. M O'MALLEY , 
COULEE DAM, A DAUGHTER . 
MAY 22 , TO MR. AND MRS . ESTILL COLLINS , 
ELECTRIC CITY, A DAUGHTER . 
MAY 21, TO MR . AND MRS. FR~NK HENRY , ELEC-
TRIC 'CITY t A SON ... 
WHAT'WITH MOST OF 'EM WORKIN HERE ON 
THE DAM , THE NORWEEGJANS . JEST DIDN'T HAVE . 
jNO CHANCE TO WIN . 
.JJ..U-!.f:!WJ,..JµJ._1~~ 
mH. ,."iHHHH11Htthitt1t MAY 20 , TO MR. ANO MRS. E.G . GOtvEZ , ELEC-
TRIC 'CITY , A DAUGHTER. ' THE GUY WUZ TOO PERFECT TO PIN ANYTHIN 
MAY 20 , TO MR: ANO MRS . J •. o. OLSON , Cou-
LEE HEIGHTS , A SON . 
MAY 18, TO MR. · AMO MRS. \,'1. B. RODGERS , 
ELECTRIC CITY, A SON . 
ON , SO HiNNERY FINELY RUN HIM OFF ON THE 
GROUNDS THAT THIS WUZ A GOVERMENT JOO AND 
!THE FELLERS GRAMPA HAD BIN A REOIL IN THE 
CIVEL WAR . 
NON-INDUSTRIAL ANO FAMILY PLAN .II-JI I' 'l..'UI-/.Ul-f.J..1-1-U-/J...U....UJ.j. 11'1 Fra. iHHHHt"/HH11tirtr 
MAJOR OPERATIONS ARE NOW PAST HISTOR Y Hts OLD LADY SEZ SHE IS POWERFUL SORRY 
FOR w. F. HADMAN ANO MRS . C. c. RAGAN , RE- ISHE HAD TO SHOOT HIM , OUT HITT1N HIM WITH 
LEASED WITHIN THE PAST WEEK . A SKILLIT JEST NEVER SEEMED TO KEEP HIM IN 
//////////////// }IHIS PLACE PERMANTLY • 
.J.J~j..J'-l+..U..'-U/..f..l.../.W-l./-/;-lW-1 .. t-U. 
MRS . R. ·c. sPEf.,RS , INJURED wHEN sHE FELL. -1ri-;-tt,r1rrr-i1-:Ht1Ht111HHH1· 
·1· HANK FINELY GOT RID OF THAT OIRD DOG . 
HE SEZ HE'D ONLY MANAGED TO KILL ONE BIRO 
OVER HIM lN THREE VEERS AN THE DOG ET THAT 
DOWNSTAIRS , IS WELL AND HOME AGAIN . 
//ll/fll///ll//l 
EMANUEL BEGLA~ , TREATED FOR A GUN SHOT 
WOUND IN THE ARM , LEFT THE HOSPtTAL WITH 
HARDLY A TRACE OF THE WOUND . 
//I//I///I////I/ 
oErORE HE COULD KETCH HIM . 
:P-U-iy1-.y./.J...J.l...l.J...U..!.i-l./.../.l.../.l..../.W.J. 
T!1H,; f"'tH/1Ht1HH11H'ttHHT 
HE FIGGERED HE WUZ SURE GONNA DI E TIL · 
A ROBERT EIRING RECOVERED QUICK LY FROM A ,THE Doc FINELY EXPLANED TO HIM THAT 
BAO CASE OF PNEUMON I A~ jousTED CLAVIC LE wuz THE SAME AS A OUSTED 
//////////////// / ~COLLER GONE . 
MRS . H.K . \,/ARD , AFTER AN APPENOECTCMY , I =f#;~!:/f,1/fl-if-ff=#=lt=:t:ft4l=lf:# 
IS NOW WELL ALONG ON HER RECUPERATION AT HE SEZ THAT AFTER . SEEIN BILL HART IN 
IITHAT OLD SILENT MOVIE,HE HAS BEEN ~MOTIN 
///////////////// CONTEMPT FOR HIS ENYMIES WITH CONSIDADLE 
HOME • 
MEDICAL TREATMENT CHASED' THE I LLNESS 1suCCESS EVER SINCE . 
AWAY FROM MRS. LEE CL ,\YTOR ' WHO WAS GI VEN I -----------------
HER RELEASE FROM THE HOSPITAL SATURDAY . l ti:LVI N R. HORD MAY NOT KNOW THAT IN -
////1/////////// IQUIRIES HAVE BEEN SENT OVER THE NATION---
MRS. CECIL HE ARN IS AT HOME AFTER AN IOVER THE WORLD, FOR THAT MAT~ER-~CONCERN -
MINOR OPERATION . !' ING HIS WHEREABOUTS . NOTHING TO DO WITH 
- ------------ AN INHERITANCE ' OR THE FBI . MRH IS _ IN THE 
INDUSTRI .AL IELECTRICAL __ DEPARTMENT . . .. 
AFTER BEING STRUCK SY A PIECE OF REIN -
FORCEMENT sTEEL FROM A .suNG , c.w. FREET I v1 ,..,G t1.. v .. i · t·vr.R , 1;1Ho FELL Fo 1 ·w THE FA 
FELL 15 FEET AND suFFEREo · FRACTURES oF THE· 1 OF T HE o,~. ,,~. sEV Ei~,-xL wr:EKs · A.Go , . Ai< D E. G 
SKULL, FACE . AND WRIST . HE WAS SHOWING IM-l' G('r::, ANOTHER FALL VlCTft-·i , ARE AT HOME tVi 
PROVEMENT YESTERDAY • . l NG WELL . 
///////////// ! /////////////// 
THE CATCHING OF HIS LITTLE Fl NGER IN Al INCLUDED AMONG ACCIDENTS WHEN THE PUMP 
DRUM GATE HINGE RESULTED IN ,~MPUTAT I ON FOR I I NG PLANT CRANE BOOM FELL WERE A FRACTURE 
J . J. SCHMIOT . T\.10 WEEKS LOST TIME . I SKULL , CONTUSIONS AND LACERATIONS TO FR,\N 
////////////// 1 WARNER; A FRACTURED LEFT SHOULDER FOR G 
A GOARD ACROSS SAW HORSES OROKE AND F • ; L. CALL a AND INJURIES RESULT I NG IN LEG 
L . REINHOLT FELL THREE FEET' . HE SUSTAINED I AMPUTATIONS FOR ED MURRAY. 
A FRf\CTURE OF THE RIGHT HEEL AND AN ESTl- I li CALL RESPONDED QUICKLY TO TREATMENT . 
M/\TED LOSS OF TIME OF SIX MONTHS . I HE HAS BEEN RELEASED FROM THE HOSPITAL . 
////I/!///!/// I ---··-·· ·----- ·--··---·-·-----------.!l., ____ _______ ,. _ ______________ ---.,1 
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SAFETY NOTICE 
WORKMEN ARE NOT TO WALK ALONG THE HIGHWAY TO ANO FROM THE WEST TJME QHACK, 
NOW LOCATED ' ON THE WEST KEYWAY SINCE MONDAY. 
INSTEAD, RATHER THAN CHANCE HIGHWAY DANGERS, EMPLOYEES ARE ASKED TO WALK ALONG 
THE RAt LROADe 
RYAN'S DUMP HAS BEEN CONVERTED INiO A PARKING AREA FOR MEN WHO REPORT TO THE 
WEST TIME CHECKERS' OFFICE. FROM THIS PARKING AREA, WORKMEN ARE REQUESTED TO 
CROSS THE HIGHWAY ANO WALK DOWN THE RAILROAD TRAC~. WHEN THEY COME OFF WORK THEY 
ARE TO RETURN BY WAY OF THE RAILROAD . 
EMPLOYEES HAVE NOT SEEN DOING THIS . 
DO NOT '~Al T FOR A TRAGIC ACCIDENT TO OCCUR TO SHOW YOU THE NECESS !TY OF AC-
Tl MG UPON THIS ADVICE. 
~=i ~ I iiHlEli<i 
(CONTt NUED FROM PAGE I) 
~00 LARGE A GROUP OF AGGREGATES IN CONCRETE . 
SHE-BOLT HOLES ARE HOLES LEFT BY BOLTS 
WHICH TIE PANELS TO CONCRET£ BEFORE THE 
. PLACEMENT OF THE LIFT. AN AIR · - OPERATED 
CHIPPING GUN WILL CUT THESE OUT, LEAVING 
THEM WITH CLEAN-CUT ANO SQUARED SIDES OF 
STIPULATED DIMENSIONS. THIS PROCEDURE 
WILL BE FOLLOWED BY PATCHING . 
TWO WEEKS,--THE CHIPPED HOLE WILL REQUl~E 
CURING BEFORE PA~CHING ANO, AFTER PATCHING, 
WILL REQUIRE TWO WEEKS OF CURE. SPECIFI-
CALLY , AFTER THE HOLE IS CHIPPED OUT, WET 
OURLAP WILL DE KEPT IN THE HOLE FOR AT 
LEAST FOUR HOURS BEFORE PATCHING. ·tF, 
HOWEVER, THE PATCH IS IN NEW CONCRETE, IT 
MAY NOT REQUIRE THIS STEP 8EFORE PATCHING. 
n IF THE PATCH IS TO SE LARGE, IT \v'ILL BE 
n 
~jETHOOS ANO WORK PERFORMED IN PATCHING 
AR~ EXPECTED TO MEET ALL GOVERNMENT RE-
QUIREMENTS. PATCHES MUST BE THOROUGHLY 
RE I NF O RC ED • A P NEU MAT I C OR I LL WI LL S I N K ;1 
HOLES INTO THE PATCH AREA. STEEL WILL GE I 
DRIVEN INTO THE HOLES , ADDITIONAL OARS :! 
WI LL BE LA ID AC ROSS THESE STEEL ROOS ANO :1 
BONDED TO ALL SURFACES ANO CHIPPED OPENINGS , THE HOLE WILL OE PATCHE;:0 WITH CONCRETE . ·I 
THEY MUST BE. SOUND AND FREE FROM CRACKS AND . n . ' f 
ORUMMY AR~AS, THEY MUST BE CLEAN OF UNSIGHT- i N FINISHING OFF THESE PATCHES, A REAL ·1 
LY STAINS. THEY MUST BE MATCHED IN COLOR WITH PROOLEM HAS DEEN TO MATCH THE COLOR OF THE I 
THE ADJOINING CONCRETE . FAULTINESS IN ANY PATCH SO THAT IT WILL NOT APPEAR AS A j 
SINGLE STEP OF CORRECTION WILL NOT PASS IN- SPOT AGAINST CCNCRETE. EVEN THOUGH THE 1 
SPECTION BY THE EYE OR BY THE EAR WHEN THE SAME KIND OF CEMENT WERE USED, THE PATCH I 
PATCH IS TAPPED WITH A TEST HAMMER. OR DIN ARILY WOULD BE DARKER THAN ADJOINING l 
b.. n CONCRETE . USE OF A LI .GHTER COLOR CEMENT, 
1
1 
W~OST PATCHES ARE DRY PACK INSTEAD OF AND THE SPOT ORDINARILY WOULD STILL AP-
CONCR ETE • A PROPER DRY PACK IS CEMENT PEAR AS A SPOT . SO ON AFTER PLACEMENT A 
WITH ONLY ENOUGH WATER SO THAT WHEN PATCH MIGHT APPEAR THE SAME SHADE AS 
SQUEEZED BY THE HAND IT ~ILL BARELY CLING JOINING CONCRETE, BUT IT MIGHT DIFFER 
AD- i 
LAlO ! 
TOGETHER • . THE ORY MO RT ~R IS TAMPED INTO ER . n I 
PL~CE WITH A PNEUMA~IC HAMMER IN LAYERS 
NOT OVER ONE INCH THICK AFTER COMPACTION . 
THE PATriH REQUIRES TH E ?ROPER AMOUNT OF 
COMPACTION TO BE AT ITS DEST. OVER-USE 
OR UNDER-USE OF AN AIR HAMMER MAY BRING 
DRUMMlNEss. n 
j oME TIMES INSTEAD OF BRINGING THE I-
INCH LAYERS DIRECTLY OUT F ROM THE BACK 
OF THE CHIPPED HOLE, THE LAYERS MAY OE 
BUILT UP IN t.. SLOPE FROM THE BOT TOM C()'?.f: Z'"r 
TO\/ f ~C T ·H~ Too, Fl ,~ALLY \.JITH. T~£ TOP CO'RNE R 
G~O~G YT OUT TO·THE FACE AS I ~ · TH E USUAL 
MANNER. f~ IF THE PATCH IS IN GLD CONCRETE -- CON-
CR ETE THAT HAS PASSED ITS CURING TIME OF 
' '~s FAR AS FLOORS OR OTHER HOR IZ.ONTAL ' ~ ·1 
SURFACES ARE CONCERNED, TWO TEXTURES ARE 
MOST COMMON HERE. (I) THE SWEAT FINISH 
IS EMPLOYED WHERE WATER MAY HAVE THE OP- , 
PORTUNITY TO GET UPON FLOORS AND CAUSr 
· sLIPPERINES~ SUCH AS IN THE GALLERIES , 
POWER HOUSE, ADITS,AND THE LIKE. A SMOOTH 
BUT UNGL AZED FINISH RESULTS FRO M APPLYING 
A TROWEL LIGHTLY AND LIFTING IT TO CREATE 
A LIGHT SUCTION ON THE FINISH. {2) OTHER 
SU RFACES MAY GE HARD-TROWELED. 
n 1-\. Fl'NISHING PROBLEM IS THAT OF STA IN 
REMOVAL, LARGELY . RESTRICTED TO THE POWER 
( C , ~ff I u E r r.- • r I G E · 5 ) 
-ro S '1'1 I rv1 
! • BE YOUR OWN LIFE SAVER. THEN LE ARN TO SWJ~ FOR TWO PERSONS -
BY LIPE SAVING . 
I I. ~HEN TO SWIM 
ONLY WHEN IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION,ESP ECIALLY 'lf· 'WA-
IS COLD . 
2 . NOT DURING THE HOTTEST PART OF THE DAY -- HOT SUNSHINE ON 
HEAD AND GLARE ON TH E WATER MAY CAUSE HEADACHE. 
ONE AND ONE-HALF HOURS AFTER A MEAL -- VIGOROUS EXERCISE AT THE TIME 
FOOD IS BEING DIGESTED MAY CAUSE STOMACH CRAMPS OR NAUSEA, INDIGESTION, HEART 
ATTACKS . 
I I I , WHE RE TO SvJ I M 
I. IN ALL OPEN WATER AREAS BE SURE THAT WATER CONDITIONS, DEPTH AND BOTTOM ARE 
KNOWN TO BE SUITABLE FOR SWIMMING; WITH ADEQUATE PROTECTION FROM SUDDEN DEPTHS 
AFFORDED FOR NON-SWIMMERS. 
2. GRASS AND WEEDS IN THE WATER MAY BE WRAPPED AROUND THE ARMS ANO LEGS PREVENT 
THIS BY USING ONLY SLOW MOVEMENTS IN SWIMMING. 
3. SWIM UNDER THE OBSERVANCE OF A QUALIFIED LIFE GUARD OR WITH A PERSON WHO IS A 
SWIMMER. 
IV ~ HOW MUCH TO swiM 
I • 00 NOT STAY IN THE WATER IF CHILLED, TIRED OR FEELING UNCOMFORTABLE. 
2 . CR ~MPS MAY BE STOPPED BY FIRM FINGER PRESSURE BEHIND THE CRAMPED MUSCLE . 
3 . LONG SWIMS (MORE THAN 50 YARDS FROM SHORE) SHOULD ONLY BE TAKEN WHEN PILOTED 
BY A BOAT OR OTHER MEANS OF SUBSTANT I AL SUPPORT. 
4 . 00 NOT OVERESTIMATE YOUR SWIMMIN~ ABILITY, BUT PLAY SAFE BY STAYING CLOSE TO 
SHORE OR WITHIN EASY REACH OF COMPETENT SUPPORT . 
5. NEVER LEAVE A CAPSIZED . OR SWAMPED ROW- OR MOTOR BOAT TO SWIM ASHORE---DISTANCE 
ON WATER IS DECE IVING - - - BUT HOLD TO THE CRAFT. NON-SWIMMERS MAY BE PLACED IN 
THE SWAMPED BOAT AND TOWED ASHORE BY SWIMMING . 00 NOT OVERLOAD A BOAT . 
6. WAVES ANO STREAM CURRENTS MAY CAUSE PANIC -- INHALE BETWEEN WAVES WHEN FACE IS 
OUT OF WATER AND DO NOT FIGHT AGAINST A CURRENT, BUT DRIFT WITH IT TO A BACK-
WATER AREA. 
7 . USE OF ARTIFICIAL SUPPORTS - - PLANKS, WATER WINGS, INNER TU BES , ETC . , OR THE 
SHOULDERS OF ANOTHER PERSON - - SHOULD BE CONFINED TO SHALLOW WATER ONLY. 
8 . ***SUNTAN SHOULD BE TAKEN IN SMALL DOSES.*** 
V. ELEMENTARY FORMS OF RESCUE 
I. USE THE HANO ' OR LEG REACH, THE TOWEL OR CLOTHING EXTENSION , THE POLE , HAND LINE 
OR RING BUOY, AND SUCH FREE- ·FLOATING SUPPORTS AS PLANKS, OARS, PADDLES, ETC.,AND 
THE "HUMAN CHAIN" -- A llNE OF SWIMMERS WITH FIRM GRIPS ON EACH OTHER'S WRISTS--
ANO EXTENDED OUT TO THE PERSON IN NEED OF HELPe 
2. SWIMMING RESCUES SHOULD BE MADE ONLY OY QUALIFIED LIFE SAVERS AND THEN AT TIMES 
WHEN THERE IS LACK OF ANY EQU!PMENT. 
3. EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW THE SIMPLE METHOD OF GIVING ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. 
PICNICS OR PARTIES HELD NEAR LAKES OR STREAMS SHOULD INCLUDE A 
SAVER -- CALL YOUR LOCAL RED CROSS OFFICE AND ONE OR MORE WILL BE ~, 
RECOMMENDED. -- PHONE 255. 
LEARN TO SWIM -- SWIMMING MAKES OTHER WATER 
SAFER• 
"PADDLE YOUR OWN CANOE" -- OUT LE A RN TO 
FtRST. 
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RIVER AP~ROACHES SIX NEW SLOTS 
: .. ... . . ( .\I \ / . I ·1~" . -r,: o· . 1\ . (' rl ,. ~ -( <:: -r 1 · i r l \( . 
·: . J · 1·1-.. ~· ·d ···· -\.:..J r ~ .!...J j .J ~ !_,,I 
; · A COACHING CLASS FOR SWIMMING AND LIFE BY 10 O'CLOCK LAST NIGHT (TUESDAY) THE 
i ~AVING TEACHERS WILL START MONDAY, JUNE 3 'BACKWATER BEHIND THE DAM WAS WITHIN EIGHT 
AT 10 A.M. AND TUESDAY, JUNE 4, AT 5 P .M. 1· FEET OF SIX MORE CHANNELS. THE READ! NG JJ:r. 
AT SEATON LAKE. To ENTER THE CLASS A 10 P .M. WAS EL .11 57.,5. THE NEXT SERIES OF 
SWIMMER MUST OE OF SOUND PH~SICAL CONDI- BLOCKS TO CARRY PART OF THE DURDEN OF THE 
TION, 20 YEARS OF . AGE OR OLDER ANO HAVE COLUMBIA ARE AT 1165. Two OTHERS ARE AT 
PASSED THE SENIOR LIFE SAVING TEST DURING 1170. 
1939. THE FIRSi DROP OF WATER OVER THE SPILL 
INTERESTEO LIFE . SAVERS ARE TO CGNTACT WAY FOR THE 1940 YEAR WAS OVER BLOCK 42 -
E. C. STILES, CHAIRMAN OF FIRST AID ANO I :34 P.M. SUNDAY. BL~CK 46· FOLLOWED 30 
LIFE SAVING, GRAND COULEE GRANCH CHAPTER, SECONDS LATER. THREE CHANNELS ARE NOW IN 
POST OFFICE cox 113, MASON CITY, or~ PH ONE USE. 
255. 
HOTTEST DAY OF THE YEAR TO DATE : MAY 
23 WITH 95 DEGREES (USBR FIGURE). 
THE USSR ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY THAT THE 
BUREAU SWIMMING POOL PROOAOLY WILL BE OPEN-
ED EAR(Y IN JUNE AS SOON AS THE LIFE GUARD 
ARRIVE. 
1= i I~ I~ iH I ~(G 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3) 
HOUSE WHERE OIL, 
MUST BE REMOVED. 
METAL AND OTHER STAINS 
NUMEROUS METHODS WITHOUT 
HARMING THE FINISH OR SPOTTING THE CONCRETE 
HAVE BEEN TRIED. MOST EFFECTIVE TO DATE 
HAVE SEEN USE OF CERTAIN CHEMICALS. 
n 
MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS 
IN ~ODITION TO THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 
AND - METHODS OF CONCRETE FINISHERS ARE 
OTHERS A LITTLE MORE LIMITED IN SCOPE. 
FOR INSTANCE , A DETAIL ITEM IS TO TAKE A 
LINE ON BLOCKS ; THAT IS, TO SEE TH AT ALL 
' BLOCK BORDERS ARE STRAIGHT . A FACE PANEL , 
FOR EXAMPLE , M~Y HAVE BULGED SLIGHTLY AT 
SOME POINT. TYING IN WITH CORRECTION 
THERE IS A JOB OF INCREASING PROMINENCE , 
S1NCE WORK IS UNDER WAY FOR SPILLWAY 
GATE ' CHAM BERS . BLOCKS THAT FRONT UPON A 
SLOPE, SUCH AS THE DOWNSTREAM FACE'OF THE 
DAM OR WALLS OF DRUM GATE CHAMBERS , MUST 
HAVE . AT LEAST A 4-INCH EDG E OF CONCr-EiE 
BUILT AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE RE~UIRED FACE 
SLOPE. IF THIS EDGE rs NOT FORM ED AT THE 
TIME A LIFT IS PLACEDt CHIPPE RS MAKE THE 
CUT WITH A CHIPPING GUN. THE eEASON FOR 
THf EDGE lS TO REMOVE SMALL ANGLE CONCRETE 
POINTS, WHICH WOULD BE WEAKER THAN RIGHT 
ANGLES• -n 
CALLERY "LI PS" ,SAND SEAMS AND "SLOBBERS" 
ARE COMMONLY REMOVED • "LI PS" ARE SLIGHT 
No DEFINITE PRONOUNC ·C:-MULT HAO CEEN MAD 
YESTERDAY AS TO WHEN OR HOW THE LOG BOOM 
AOOVE THE DAM WILL OE TAKEN CARE OF.BREAST 
LINES MAY BE USED TO CONTROL SHOOTING THE 
LOGS OVER THE SPILLWAY. THE POSSIBILITY 
REMAINS THAT THE DOOM MAY OE SWUNG UP TO 
THE RESERVOIR DANK , WITH THE SPILLWAY NOT 
USED. 
PROTUBERANCES WHICH DO OCCUR AT THE PANEL 
JUNCTION ·sETWEEN TWO LIFTS IN A GALLERY. 
BELOW THIS LIP A POCKET OF SAND MAY · HAVE 
BEEN LEFT BY GROUT WHICH DRAINED OUT. THE 
LIPS ARE REMOVED WITH BUSHING TOOLS AND 
THE RESULTING ROUGH SURFACE IS FINISHED DY 
GRINDING MORTAR INTO THE SURFACE WITH CAR-
BORUNDUM STONES (STONING). THE SAND SEAMS 
WILL DE FILLED WITH MORTAR AND ST CNED, AND 
THE GR OUT ("SLOGGERS") WILL BE REMOVED BY 
SCRAP I NG FROM THE \..JALLS WITH "SLICKS" OR 
CHISELS • . UNWANTED THIN-EDGED PROJECT! ONS 
OF CONCRETE ("FINS") ARE OFTEN REMOVED 
WITH PNEUMATIC MOTORS WHICH USE CAROOR-
UN DUM GRIN DING DISCS . 
n 
~THER DUTIES , OTHER PROBLEMS ARE FACED 
BY FINISHI NG CREWS. IN ALL THESE THE FIN-
ISHE R FIN DS THAT IT I S UPON HIS SKILL AND 
KN OWLEDG E THAT CONSI DER AGLE RES PONSIBIL -
ITY MUST OE SHELVED . THE NATURE OF HfiS 
WORK AN D THE FACT THAT HE IS ONLY ONE OF 
MANY WH O ARE NEC ESSARIL~ SCATTERED OVER 
THE ENTIRE CONCRETE-WORKING AREA MAKE HIM 
SUOJECT T O LESS DIRECT SUPE RVISION. RE-
SULTS, HOWEV ER, TESTlFY AS T C THE ~UALITY 
AN D PROD UCTIVENESS OF HIS LAOO R TJ DAY-
·n 
~ N THE FUTURE~ F"OR TH o usr~NDS UPON 
THOUSAN DS OF YEARS, MOTORISTS MAY HALT 
UPON A HUGE CONCRETE OARRIER SEPARATING 
A LAKE AND A WATERFALL WITH A TORRENT 
3 5 5 FE ET HIGH. EVERY GLANCE THEY CAST 
UPON THE GRAY CO~C RETE OF GRAND COULEE 
DAM WILL OE A VISI ON OF WORK DY CONCRETE 




J . J\ 
SLACKS& Sl-fORTS 
. ., . . .. .. 
------ ------
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• IN ORDER TO ASSIST IN CLEARlNG UP THE l 
CEil Sus 11 OT E 1940 CENSUS JN THE GRAND COULEE AREA, IN-·. - . - OH'IDllAlS NOT HAVING BEEN ENUMERATED ARE I URGED TO NOT IFY THE CBI CAMP OFFICE, GIV-
I NG THEIR NAMES ANO HOW THEY MAY BE REACHED. THE CAMP OFFICE IN TURN WILL DI~ 
RECT AN ENUMERATOR TO THEM . THIS APPLIES TO PERSONS I N COULEE 0AM, MASON CITY , 
LON[ PINE , ELMER CITY ANO OTHER COMMUNITIES BELOW THE DAM • 
. TW'SE NOT F.}JUMERATED IN GRA i·.JD COULEE, DELANO,ELECTRIC CITY AND OTHER COMf iLJ f-J-
ITI ES lrJF::ST OF THE DAM ARE ASKED TO C0t :r1 U~~ICATE BY MAIL OR F)HONE 1,J ITH A. D. 
ROBERTS, GRAf\)D cnuLEE CITY HALL, PHO ~! E 155,. 
CIVIL SERVISE FXA~INATIONS - AssOCIATE , AS-
S.ISTANT MATERIALS IN SPEC TOR S , u . s .· MARITIME 
COMMI SSION; STATIONARY FIREMAN , PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS ADM INISTRATION; CHEMIST POSITIONS 
AND CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGIST POSITIONS . THE 
CLOSING DATE, JUNE 27 . 
MARITIME PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE (FOR 
tNSPECTtON 1 VESSEL PERSONNEL). CL08fNG 
DATE, JUNE 13. 
JUNIOR INSPECTO R , WAGE AND HOUR DIVIS-
.ION, DEPARTM ~ NT OF LABOR, JUNE 13 . 
ASSOCIATE MERCHANDISING SPECIALIST 
(WRITER) , ALSO ASS ISTANT GRADE; UTILIZATION 
REPRESENTATIVE; FIELD HOM E ELECT RIFIC ATION 
SPECIALIST IN THE REA . JUNE 20. 
FURTHER INFORM ATION: M. M. SMITH, USBR 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING , 
FIRST AID CLASSCS SPREAD OVER AREA 
AFTER HAVING RECENTLY COMPLETED THEIR 
RED e ROSS COURSES I N FIRST AID TRAtNING 
AND INSTRUCTION , SEVERAL HAVE BEEN OR ARE 
ENGA GED IN T EACHING IN COMMUNITIES OF THE 
AREA . 
I Ht GHWAY EMERGENCY FIRST AlD CLASSES HAVE 
BEEN TAUGHT AT 8AGDAD BY BEN GRIMM~ A 
S IMIL ~R SERIES HAS BEEN UNDER WAY AT ELMER 
CITY UNDER WILLIAM EI KENBERRY AND CLASSES 
FOR THE US8R HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED BY CHARLES 
PARSONS . 
BOY SCOUTS ARE ALSO LEARNING FIRST ' AID 
FROM HAROLD TERPENING AT GRAND COULEE , J , 
L . ~cKENZlE AT ELECT RIC CITY , AND DA~ID KAYE 
AT MASON CITY . 
l 
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F lliS T q O CL~SS ES CCJrlT 11 U E 
---------------------------~----------
A NEW SERIES OF ADVANCED CLASSES WHICH 
START FRIDAY (MAY 31) WILL INCLUDE A NEW 
'fAIN, SAFETY INSPECTOR; KE N Wl'LLIAMSON, 
CHAUFFEOR; GEORGE N. SMIT~, VIBRATOR OPER-
ATOR; FRANKLYN W; JOHNSON, SAFETY ENGINEER; 
Hfi.ROLO TI:Rf"El'\J I NG ' CARPENTER' 
TIME, THESE CLASSES, TO BE HELD IN THE 
NORTHWE ST WING OF THE MESS HALL, WILL IN-
CLUDE THE STARTING TIME OF I P.M. IN AD- LAY-INSTRUCTOR'S 
DITJON TO THE EVENING HOUR OF 7 P,M. IVAM F. E ISELE, CH(PPER; C. R. GR ANT, 
MATERIAL; A; E. HOWARD, CARPENTER FOREMAN; 
r£NRY KN APP , LABORER; RALPH LCCKYEAR, C h R-
PENTER FOF~EMAN; JOHN F. PAYTON , STRIPPER; 
STANDARD CLASSES RESUMED MONDAY AT 
AND 7 P . M. 
SIXTY-SIX HAVE BEEN MADE ELIGlliJLE TO CHAS. S. RATCLIFFE, USSR LABORER; GEORGE: 
RECEIVE RED CROSS FIRST AID CERTIFICATES H. SCHAAL, CARPENTER'S HELPER; GUY FULLER, 
AFTER HAVING PASSED EXAMINATIONS FOR THE FIELD BOARD TELEPHONE OPERATOR, 
NI NTH OF A SER I ES OF CLASSES SPON SORED BY ADVANCED COURSE 
CBI. HflROLO BOULAC, vJASHI NGTON STATE PATROq 
CLASSIFIC ATION OF COURSES, CERTIFICATE W. C. BRIGGS, GRAVEL PLANT; W. · M. COWALS, 
HOLDERS AND DEPARTMENTS REPRESENTED FOLLOW: USSR ENGINEER ; RODGER 0. DALEN, USSR JUN-
· TEACHERS IO R CLERK; VERNON vi. ERICKSON, CARPENTER;· 
ARBEN E. CARPENTE R, HOSPIT hL; WIU.IAM JAM:S M. ERWIN ,USBR fNSPECTOR; A.L. F ,\VTCH, 
J. EIKENBERRY , MATERfAL; C. R. DIEON, SAF- ELECTRICIAN HELPER; ERWIN KOESSNER, USSR 
ETY; vJILLIAM C. FOGG, GROUT & COOLING; BEN ENGINEER; H. L AMPERT., USSR INSP ECTOR; H. 
F. GRIMM , CARPENTER SHOP ; DAVID KAYE , USSR J.'OLCOTI; LEO D. REDOING, USBR; S, S. SIM-
WEST VI STA HOUSE; SYLVESTER J. LAKE, MATER- ON, STRUCTURAL STEEL FOREMAN; MAURICE A. 
IAL; ROBE'RT LAUGHLIN , USSR INSPECTOR; DAVID TE\rJINKLE, USBR ENG IN EER; C. VEN NING, STRUC-
G. LEACH, USBR INSPECTOR; J.· L; McKENZIE; TURI\L STEEL FOREMAN; ALAN 0, \rJALLACE , USSR 
USSR; PIPEMAN; MARKT. OLCOTT, PIPES ,PUMPS, ENGINEER . 
ETc.; CHAS. R. PARSONS, USBR SAFETY; HAR- STANDARD 
OLD ROBINSON, REINFORCING STEEL; M. SAR- DAN~. ANDERSO.N, CLEANUP; MARK J. AN-
. < :·. 7 TONCIC!i, WASH ·I NGTON STATE PATROL;' JOHN 
.5:%\} • Bl RC HER, CBI GUARD; JOE W. C/'~RPENTER, SHOV-
' 
·i i·>:·': EL MECHANIC; M. G. FOISY, CURING; JOHN E. 
l 0~~ {_. GIBSON, STATE OF WASHINGTON SAFETY INSPEC-
i f -{,/ . ·'\ , TO R; CH/\S. W. HATTER, MATER I AL; WALLACE S. 
-·=· := l \ / · · , ? LAKE,ELEcTR1c tAN; JArts o; McFARLAND,srG-
=l?ii· ~ ~) Ci \ / ·~ L. ROLOFF,SILOS 1 G.B. TURNEY, CURING; A. 
wrc·· \ -v· ,,::JL:::.. ~ ~ - ·:/i?> ... A. ouNN, cfi1 PPER; 1 RA soLCK,wELDER; c, 
q(/ .. '{. .  /?' . ,;\.\ · .),". .tr·).·. A. FRITS, CARPENTER 1 S HELPER;RAY FUL-
-i...::---• ··=·=. ·\,.,~ ·!=~..._;f(7 [._ .. ;:;-,;:;:· .. '.'. '1jf }'.~J'.f~.:·fl}?:'.:·· Sf LOS; HERS~fiT C. JONES, USSR c LERK' 
- ' '~ \ .. '/'··. ,:,,··-.::/;,::, /·~·::.:,;,,·:,. '·t·.:·::;:: ·.. V .c. NE1ELt, CBI PHOTOGRAPHER; JAM::S 
·--../'\__7~ ... . 1 ··\.;.l / i?'<> \.\::./-..:-:··,: f\ ·: .. :'__ p. 0 T LEARY CONCRETE FOREMAN. MERRI Lt 
;1-· '(~.:::.. .:}:=-J,, ~:/:~/}{i?:'. {.f:~··:>h<.··~i.f~;::f:.'.~: E. RICE, C~RPENTER; MAX .o. STEWART, 
~
7 ri1/J:f'u'- :'· 1, '1:::..:::.- ... r ;,;)\°\:' .. ·<. \,: . .: ·{< :· USSR CLERK, HARVEY A. TAMMINEN, CAR-
I. ./.~, .. -_.).~~ \..__ ,~ .:, .. :/;., //:,, :,t··.·1 .... ~\ .. :,., :; PENTER; CLI FFORO UNBACK ,USBR LABORER /'  ·'-1 ·: ... :·;  •.,.,,: :,:.''·'"'· . I\ ________ ..,,...._..., __ _ 
~~) u AGENT• "St R, I 1 VE GOT SOMETH IN 
-...;,.r;:;i::rJ'l:~~~~ j /i','..:~,---z.:;)•,'I HERE WH I~ H WI LL MAKE YOUANDPOP
8
URLJ ANGR, 
~ l_. MAKE YOUR LIFE HAPPIER 
YOU A HOST OF FRIENDS." 
/-~ HE: IT LL TAKE A Q.UART • 
~,. (::9 -- ' --------
ACCIDENTS, LIKE FIRE, NEVER AC 
ONE OF THE BOYS THOUGHT HtS NEW BRIDE'S CAKE CEPT IGNORANCE AS AN EXCUSE . 
BATTER WOULD TAKE THE SPOTS OFF THE POWER HOUSE 
, \ ,J Al_ I_ S .__.....,..._.,,. .... .....--- ·-----~---·-·------------. __ ... _____________ ... __ ~ _.....,..._ ____ . ___ __ 
r 
. ' 
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sr-lFl~n LEADS LO CR LS RGRtnST SPOI\Rn(s BEST 
A MENU OF UNUSUAL PROMISE READS THE SPORTS PROGRAM NEXT SUNDAY EVENING ON THE CBI 
BALL FIELD AS CENTRAL PRE-Mtx , REPUTEDLY SPOKANE'S BEST SOFT BALL CLUB, STAKES ITS 
ABILITY AGAIN ST THE C~I DAM BUILDERS. Ao SAFIAN, DAZZLE-BALL ARTIST FOR THE ATHLETIC 
ROUND TABLE LAST YEAR , IS BOOKED TO MAKE HIS DEBUT WITH THE DAM BUILDERS IN ONE GAME 
OF A DOUBLE-HEADER STARTING AT 6:30 . · 
PRE-MIX IS LAST YEAR 1 S FRANS TEAM , A 
STATE TOU~NAMENT ENTRY . AL MORSE ' S ATH -
LETIC CLUB,VICTIMS OF A TWIN DEFEAT HERE 
LAST SUNDAY AND ALSO BEATEN BY PRE-MIX t 
RATE THE MIXERS AS SPOKANE'S BEST AND ADO-
ED THAT THE VISITORS HAVE A VER Y FINE IN -
FIELD, ARE STRONG AT THE PLATE AND HAVE 
SEVERAL WILLING "BEEFERS" • 
EVERGREEN TAKES GOLF PRIZES 
IN INLAND EMPIRE TOURNAMENT 
THE EVERGREEN GOLF CLUB OF NESPELEM 
PLACED FIRST LAST SUNDAY IN THE SECOND 
DIVISION OF THE INLAND EMPIRE INVITATIONAL 
MEET AT HAYDEN LAKE . THE SECOND DIVISION 
CONTAINED TEAMS OUTSIDE SPOKANE ANO ITS 
BECAUSE THEIR BENEFIT DANCE DID NOT 
DEFRAY FULL EXPENSES FOR THEIR UNIFORMS , 
THE DAM BUILDERS W1Ll ASK AN ADMISSION 
OF 10 /\ND 25 CENTS NEXT SUNDAY TO TRY TO 
PAY OFF THE BALAMCE OF THEIR DEBT ANO TO 
fvEET TR/iVELI NG E:XPENSES FOR THE VIS I Tl NG 
Tr AM. 
ENVIRONS. 
HOWARD WELCH WAS MEDALtST FOR THE Dl 
VISION WITH TWO 7ts . OTHERS ON THE LOCAL 
TEAM WERE ERNI~ ARNONE (75-75) , ED MITCH-
ELSON (81-86), RAY MORAN (75-80): 
THC DIVISION ALSO CONTAINED PULLMAN, 
CLARKSTON, LEW I STON, WILBUR AND COLFAX . 
THE BUILDERS TOOK AL MORSE LAST SUNDA Y 
11 TO I , WITH BtLL THERIOT CLAIMING A 
SHARE OF THE HALL OF FAME WITH A NO-HIT 
PITCHING PERFORMANCE; ANO 9 TO 5 BEH I ND 
THE WINDMlLL BALL OF CLAUDE HUNTAMER . 
GRAND COULEE DAM SOFTBALL LEAGUE SCHEDULE 
~]EXT MONDAY 
TRANSPORTfTION VS . CONCRETE 
TUESDAY 
THERIOT STRUCK OUT ONE . 
SOFTBALL ST MJD I MGS 
(THROUGH MONDAY) 
GRAND COULE£ 0AM LEAGUE 
TRANSPORTATION 5 f 
BOOSTERS 5 I 
CONCRETE 4 3 
PIPE FrTTERS 3 3 
TRESTLF: 2 4 
MASON CITY O 7 
USBR LEAGUE 
FORCE ACCOUNT 3 I 
\,JE$T E;t G I \JE ERS 2 I 
Ao BUILDING 2 f 
1 NSvECT ' . ii S 2 2 
[AST [ ,JGITj [Ef: S 2 2 
H I G f-1 SCJ! < L I 2 






Ht GH Sc HOOL 
ELMER CITY 





















MASON CI TY 
BOOSTERS 
j ~~~I WEDNESDAY 
i PREP RACQUETEERS LOSE TWO I CONCRETE vs . p I PE FITTERS 
I MATCHES IN FI VE YEARS l FR I DAY 
I 
-------- I MASON CITY vs . TRE STLE 
COACH DAVE MAHRT 1 S MASON BOOSTERS - TRANSPORTATION 
1 C ITY HI GH SCHOOL TENNIS TEAM MON ., JUNE 10 
I CHALKED UP A PHENOMENAL REC- Pl PE F ITTERS vs . BOOSTERS 
I 
ORD OVER A F I VE - YEAR PERIOD TUESDAY 
BY END I NG ITS 1940 SEASON UN- TRESTLE - TRANSPORTATION 
I DEFEATED. THE BEAVER NETSTERS MASON C I TY vs . CONCRETE 
I
' HA VE LOST ONLY TWO MATCHES IN WEDNESDAY 
34 . PIPE F ITTERS-TRANSPORTATION 
I THE TWO SETBACKS WERE 3-2 FRIDA Y 
I 
SCORES WITH WENATCHEE TO CLOSE CONCRETE VS . TRESTLE 




SUNDAY THE LOCALS TRIMMED WE- -------------
NATCHEE 4- 1 A'vJAY F ROM HOME I "1/0MEN'S SOFTBALL -- MONDAY 
AFTER HAVING TAKEN THEM 3-1 GRAND COULEE VS . OSBORNE; 
HERE THE WEE K BEFORE . 1;£0 ., MAS.ON CITY VS. MASON 
1 CITY HIGH ; FRI ., ELECTRIC 
C I TY V S • GRAND C OU LEE AM D C OU LEE DAM V S • EL ME R C I TY ; MON 
JUNE JO ,.. ELMER CITY VS~ MASON CITY HIGH ; \,JED,, MASON CITY 
vs. ELECTRIC CITY; FRI., MASON CITY HIGH vs. COULEE DAM AND 
OSBORNE vs . GRAND COULEE. 
USSR LEAGUE- MON . , LAB vs. FORCE Ac COUNT; TUE., Ht GH 
ScHOOL vs . Ao Bu1LolNG; WED ., EAsT ENGINEERS vs . WEsT ENGIN-
EERS; THIJRS ., LAB vs . INSPECTORS; MON . ,JUNE JO - Ao BUILDING 
vs. EAST ENG 1 NEE Rs; '4ED ., WEST ENGINEERS vs. HIGH Sc HOOL ;THUR 
IN SDEC T0RS VS r Ao BUILDING . 
-------------------'-·-----· ----------··-----------------------------·-------
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